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How to construct a Gold Star panel - (draft) ©.    6/19/2010 
By George McGinn of George McGinn – Woodcrafts Durham, NC  27713  
 

Introduction: 

 
In late 2008 the father of a soldier killed in Iraq in 2004 asked if I could construct a stained glass 
panel similar to what is called “a gold star banner”. His issue with the fabric banners is that they 
fade after a few years. He wanted something to display and then give to his grandson, when he was 
older, in memory of the dad he hardly knew. As of 6/2010 I have constructed 11 Gold Star banners. 
I do not sell these for profit. The cost to a family is my material cost, about $20 as I buy material 
in bulk, plus shipping costs.  
 
As a small business I set an informal limit of 2 Gold Star panels per month as each takes me about 5 
hours to construct. My web site page related to Gold Star Panels has no cost information, just a 
contact-me-link for information. While I have not exceeded the 2 per month ceiling to date, I 
believe there is a potential to support the families of our fallen heroes from a wider source of 
stained glass artists and hobbyists. Thus I decided to document my Gold Star Panel construction. 
 
My short-term hope is that other stained glass artists or hobbyists will find this document and help. 
Others might be able to find sponsoring organizations so that the families could receive the panels 
made through the help of artists and sponsors at no cost.  
 
My long-term dream would be a loose association of local sponsors and glass artists who could 
offer one, at a local level, to each and every family who would want such a gift. The local 
involvement of sponsors and individuals willing to contribute their time and talent would, I believe, 
show in a small way that their community supports the family in this very difficult time.  
 
I’ll not go into the history of Blue and Gold star banners as this can be found fairly easily online.  I 
just mention two points: 

• The banner concept was started by WWI mothers around 1917. 

• The banner design, done by these mothers, was given to the Department of Defense (DOD) 
which now owns the rights to it. The design sets the proportions to be used and the colors.      

 
The banners are intended to be made from fabric. As you might imagine the translation to stained glass 
required some modifications. For a “true” Gold Star (died in active service during a conflict time) 
banner the Blue Star (in active service during a conflict time) banner was to have a gold star sewed over 
the blue star showing a small border of the blue. The issues faced were: 

• How to set a gold star into a rectangular field of white surrounded by a border of red. 

• How to have a thin blue border around the gold star. 

• How to stay within the dimensional proportions of the DOD document.  
 
Here is a photo of one of the Gold Star panels I have constructed, on the left, and a close up of the gold 
star showing the came painted blue around the star.  
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Figure 1 - A Gold Star  

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2  - Gold star detail with blue border.    
 

Some of the limitations in my design as done in stained glass are:

• There are came line that would not be in a fabric banner. 

• By using a thin lead came around the star I can then paint it blue, the last step in construction, to 
achieve something close to the requirement that the gold star have a thin border of blue.  

• For visual effect, after trying a star at the DOD standard, I decided that the gold star needed to be 
about 50% oversized from the DOD drawing for a glass panel. The star is 3” in length along an 
“arm” from point to point. 

  
The image shown above is 9.5” wide and 15.5” tall, very close to the DOD proportions. The red border 
and the white central area also met the DOD drawing proportions. As mentioned above, the star size is 
approximately 50% larger then the DOD drawing proportions.  
 

Special Equipment Needed: 
Construction requires only the common tools all stained glass hobbyist have who do pieces with metal 

came (lead and zinc) except the cutting of the gold star can only be done with a stained glass diamond 
edged band saw.  
  

General Material List:  
 
The glass used is: 

• Red is Spectrum Corporation Cherry Red Rough Rolled (their product 151RR). 

• White is Spectrum Corporation Pure White Opal (their product number 200S). 

• Gold Star is Spectrum Yellow Opal (their product number 260-72S). This glass comes in two 
distinct shades. One is a brighter yellow and the other is a little more mustard in color. I don’t 
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know which is better. I just make sure if multiple panels go to the same family I use the same 
“shade” for all 

 
The came, brass hooks and hanging chain used are: 

• Around the star use RH-8 (5/32” width) lead came. 

• Other lead came is RH-4 (7/32” width). 

• Perimeter border came is ZB-932 (9/32” width) zinc came. 

• Brass Hanging hooks are “Handy Hanger” 1 1/8” by 3/8” [Warner Crivellaro number 2071-58 
or equivalent].  

• 2 foot of a link chain, 12” per side.  
 

Detail material list:  
I have a detailed annotated full scale drawing that I made after doing about 4 panels. If there are 
artists out there that want to make such panels at no profit for families I can get it scanned and send 
it. [It is approximately 18” by 24”.] I deliver to all my client’s everything they need for their panel. 
Thus you will see at the end of the material list hanging chain and screw eyes (for wood window 
frames). All the client needs to do is insert the screw eye hooks and slip the chain on!  
 

• Two zinc came ZB-932 strips at 9 ½” (miter cut at 45 degrees). 

• Two zinc came ZB-932 strips at 15 1/2” (miter cut at 45 degrees). 

• Lead RH-4 came cut to fit during assembly, about 5 foot total.  

• Ten 1 ½” RH-8 came pieces, used to circle the star, about 16” total. 

• Two Cherry Red 151RR blanks at 9 1/8” by 2 5/8” (top and bottom strips). 

• Two Cherry Red 151RR blanks at 9 ¾” by 2 1/8” (left and right sides) 

• Two Opal White 200 pieces at 4 ½” by 2 3/8” (left and right above star) 

• Two Opal White 200 pieces at 5 ¼” by 2 3/8” (lower four white segments around the star). 

• A Yellow Opal glass blank at least 3 ½” square. 

• Two Handy Hanger brass hooks. 

• Two approximately 12” lengths of hanging chain.  

• Two #212 Screw Eyes (slightly opened). 
 

Cost: 
The most expensive item is the Cherry Red glass. Rough Rolled glass has a slight direction to the 
pattern. I always do similar pieces in the same direction (top/bottom or sides). But based on the best 
cutting pattern for the Cherry Red glass sheet I may have different directions for the top/bottom and 
the side pieces. The next cost item is the lead and zinc came. Finally, since the flat white has no 
direction this can usually be cut in a cost effective way. The material cost will vary greatly based on 
how much you purchase and your type of account. My total material costs for a panel are $20. This 
is based on lead and zinc by the case and glass by the full sheet via a business account with a major 
supplier. A hobbyist buying small quantities at a local glass store could easily be in the $40 to $80 
cost range.  
 

Build Order: 
Here I try to describe how I build my Gold Star panels. If this “style” doesn’t fit your experience 
than change as you see fit. The end product for the family involved is all that really matters. 
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1. First cut the gold star. After my second request I started doing 2 to 4 stars at a time as the 
setup and cleanup for diamond band saw use is a bit of time. I cut the star such that the 
distance along the “arms” is 3”. I have a paper image that is used to mark the yellow glass 
blank. This is where the one piece of unique equipment gets used: a diamond blade glass 
band saw. I use a Speedster XL by Diamond Laser.  

 
2. When I’ve had contact with a family, the next task is to place the RH-8 lead came around 

the star and solder one side. This yields a fully constructed star that can be positioned onto 
my build board. [Here is where some company with a NRC cutter could really help! When I 
cut stars by hand with my band saw each star is just a little unique.] Cutting a gold star 
and placing the lead around it represents about 40% of the total panel effort. When circled 
with the RH-8 came the “arm” distance grows to about 3 ½”. This came will be painted 
Royal Blue as the last step in construction. 

 
Hint Section #1:   

When soldering I usually put small pieces of wood at the solder points. Paint stirring stick, often 
given away free, are just the right thickness and can be cut easily. Here is a photo of a cluster 
ready to solder with small wood pieces held in place to minimize solder runs into the joint areas.  
 
After the star is soldered one needs to inspect the five “points” and the five inner intersects. For 
the points the potential problem is the cut away heart needed to get the angle cut at the points.  
The cut heart may be bending out instead of in towards the point. I usually try to either cut a 
little further down the heart and use a paint stirrer strip (I love them) to bend the heart in or just 
try to cut the offending piece out. For the inner intersects the issue is usually solder that ran into 
the joint, the wood shims don’t always work perfectly. I use a carbide cutter head on a Dremel 
with a 36” flexible connector to work the solder out. I am currently using a Dremel Tungsten 
Carbide Cutter item number # 9910. Without clean areas the white glass will not fit well. 
 
Figure - 3 Wood Shims to keep channel open   Figure 4 - A Gold Star with the RH-8 

border 
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3. For your first star you need to get a clean white paper cover on a work board that is 
at least 12” by 20”. A better size would be about 18” by 24”. On this space you must 
define a “true square” rectangle 9 ½” by 15 ½”. [A true square rectangular will have 
equal diagonals.] I generally tape a steel ruler to the board near the edge facing me 
and mark a full length line across the work space. Leaving the taped ruler in place, I 
then use a 90 degree square, held against the ruler, to mark vertical lines spaced the 
desired distance apart, 15 ½” in this case. The taped ruler can now be removed. 
Measure up along each vertical line the desired distance, 9 ½” in this case, and place 
a mark. Measure the two diagonals, using the mark and opposite lower corner to see 
if they are of equal. I usually try to get the diagonals for a panel this size to be within 
1/16” of each other. If they are within this tolerance, connect the two marks to finish 
the rectangular. If they are not, check what you did to see if you can find the 
problem why the rectangle is not “true square”. 
 
If you think you might ever make another Gold Star, save this build board with the 
drawing mounted. As construction proceeds the horseshoe nail holes will be all set to 
be used again. 
 
On this drawing space you need two additional lines drawn. The first is a center line 
along the long dimension (vertical in the actual panel). When the star sits on the 
board the top point and the bottom intersect should be on this line. The second line is 
needed to define where the horizontal arms should be. In my gold star panels, with a 
star that starts at 3” across arm points this arm line is ½” above (towards the top of 
the panel when it hangs) where a true center line for the short dimension is.  Figure 
5 below shows these lines with three of the red border pieces placed around the outer 
perimeter zinc came. 

  
4. With the outer perimeter defined, I place a set of horseshoe nails just a little outside  

the marked lines. For this size I would use 3 nails on the short sides and 4 on the 
long sides. Then position the outer ZB-932 zinc strips against the nails. The zinc 
strips should fit. If the fit is too tight, the zinc strips cannot be pushed down, or too 
loose try to determine which dimension is a little off and move the nails on one of 
these side. Often the difference is 1/32” or less. Also check to see if the nails are 
vertical and not at some angle.  

 
5. The top and bottom Cherry Red pieces are put in place and the lead came pieces 

added that will be horizontal when the panel is completed. They are about 9” in 
length. 

 
6. Next the left and right side Cherry Red pieces are added. They might need a little 

grinding to fit within the came reduced space. Once they fit the lead came side 
pieces are cut to fit. At this point the outer zinc perimeter and the red field is set. 
Defining the white inner field which contains the gold star. Here is a photo of the 
panel with the left side inserted. This image also shows the “center lines”, the outline 
of a star (at the lead came border) and approximate lead came lines.  
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Figure 5 - Starting Fitting the Cherry Red Rough Rolled glass 

 

 
                                                                                                  

 
7. The gold star is now positioned such that the horizontal arms are on the horizontal  

arm position line and the top point and bottom intersect are on the long centerline. 
Figure 6 shows an actual star (from #2 above) on my build board. The top two white 
elements are cut to fit. These top pieces can be marked against the came of the star 
fairly easily. After cutting some grinding may be needed. You want to make sure the 
upper star arms are vertical and the arms below are horizontal within the inner panel 
area. On my build board I usually “open” the long side of the panel away from me as 
I fit these two segments in. Always bring the sides back to the horseshoe nails 
positions to test the fit. When these pieces are fitted the lead came vertical piece 
from the upward pointing star and the small horizontal came pieces are cut and 
placed within the panel. Figure 7 shows this step completed. 
 
Figure 6 - Upper white piece being marked for cutting. 
 

  
  

           Figure 7 – Both Upper White pieces in Place. 
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Hint Section #2: 

 
How does one mark for cutting when the opal glass is dense and the tolerances are small 
(RH-8 came)? If the individual cut lines are straight I have the solution. I place 
masking tape strips with one side right along the top center of the came (where the glass 
should fit). The pieces extend beyond the glass segment. Then I position the glass over 
the came and use the masking tape edge as a guide to mark the glass. After removal I 
connect the lines and cut. I show below the most complex piece, the small five sides 
pieces. Once seen I think the concept is easily understood. I use this technique for all the 
four white opal pieces at the bottom of the panel.  
 

Step #1 – Mark the desired cut lines with masking tape.  
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Step #2 – Positions the blank 
Position the Opal glass blank over the area desired and use the masking tape strips to find 
the desired ends of each straight line. In this case the border side came gives a reference 
line. [The photo is taken at an angle and distorts the top line. Looking directly down the 
glass at the top is along the center of the came line.]   
  

 
 
 
Step #3:  Mark and Cut 

Remove the glass and connect the lines as during cutting some end points will be cut off.  
 

 
 
 

8. With the outer perimeter closed up, the two lower white segments are marked to cut 
the lower left and right side pieces from the 5 ¼” by 2 3/8” white blanks. See Hint 

#2 on how to mark and cut opal glass when you cannot see through it. The perimeter 
zinc is opened at the panel bottom, the right side in these images, and a little at one 
long side. I usually would use four nails along the longer length. If two or three are 
removed the zinc border strip will flex a little while sliding the lower white pieces in 
and out. There may be some grinding needed to get a good fit.  
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            Figure 8 – Both lower white segments in place.   

   

 
      At this point the small diagonal lead came pieces are cut and fitted. The panel is    
      “closed up” again by bringing the outer zinc came pieces together at their horseshoe  
      nail locations to test the fit of the pieces. Just the two small 5-sided white pieces are  
      missing 
 
       Figure 9 – Bottom Completed.  

 

        
 

 
9. With the panel “closed up”, the two white cutoffs are now marked for cutting , again 

see Hints #2 section. After cutting, each is fitted into place, one at a time. Open the 
zinc came on a long side to remove the horizontal red piece so that the 5-sided white 
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segment can be tested and fitted. After doing one piece and closing that side, repeat 
for the other. 

 
Figure 10 – Construction Finished 

 

 
 

 

Hint Section #3  - Soldering and Cementing  
When soldering at connections that may be a little open I often cut small pieces of  
paper, about the grade used for business cards, and slip them under the came. If solder 
runs down it will be kept off the glass.  
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After soldering you need to inspect the panel for small solder balls on the glass and the 
came near solder connections. They need to be removed so that they do not get under the 
came and form pressure points on the glass. Here is an out of focus image of a solder 
ball on the white opal, the fuzzy dot a little left of center. After the visual inspect is done 
I vacuum the panel especially along the came lines. 
 

 
 
When you inspect the fit of the glass and came, you may find small gaps. One approach 
is to “pack” the area with some small individual twists of white cord. I usually push 
them in gently with an Exacto knife as shown below. The cord twists help to keep the 
cement in place until it dries and will not be seen after cementing.   
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Another issue can be seen when a panel soldered on one side is turned over the first 
time. If the lead came is not straight up, the backside may not fit as well as the front did. 
Before soldering the backside you may be able to reposition the came a little. This needs 
to be done relatively gently! I usually use one of my paint stirrer pieces as shown below. 
The alternative is to pack the area with cord strands. 
 

 
 
10. Now the panel is ready to be soldered on the back side. After soldering I carefully 

inspect the panel again to remove all small solder balls.  
 
11. After the general connection soldering, the hanging hooks should be attached. I use 

two 4” by 4” blocks to support the panel in a vertical position. I also grasp the hook 
in a self-closing tweezers. This allows me to get an initial solder ball on my gun, and 
then pick up the tweezers with one hand and the soldering gun with the other. After 
the initial small solder connection of hook to frame, I then position the panel flat on 
top of the two 4” by 4” blocks and finish soldering the hook to the frame.  

        
            Figure 11 – Initial attaching the Hanging Hooks. 
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            Figure 12 – Finishing Hook Soldering 

 

              
 

12. When all soldering is finished the two lower outer came corners should be filed to a 
smooth round profile. 

 
13. The panel design, with lead and zinc came, calls for the use of cement. The only 

warning here is the star is by nature, a weak element. The five inner intersects are 
points waiting to crack. When applying the cement in the area of the star DO NOT 

PRESS hard. I had the star in one panel crack at this point. All came was lost and I 
had an 80% rebuild.   

 
14. After the cement has dried, the panel is cleaned and polished. 

 
15. The final step is to use some mineral spirits to remove wax and patina from the RH-8 

lead around the star’s border. Then paint the came with a bright royal blue paint.  
The final star should look like the image in Figure 2. Don’t paint earlier as the 
cementing, cleaning and polishing (Steps 13 and 14) will remove much of the paint. 

 
Based on these steps you understand while my build estimate, after a few, is at 5 hours. I 
would expect the first build to take 8 to 10 hours. I’ve reached 5 hours because:  

• I have a dedicated build board drawing with fixed lines and nail holes.. 

• I have master zinc came pieces cut, used to set the stops on a framing saw bed. 

• I cut 4 to 6 stars at a time to save some band saw setup and cleanup time.   

• I’ve learned some things, especially the Hint #2 section on cutting opal when you 
cannot see through to the desired cut lines.  

 
The 5 hours doesn’t include packing time and transport to a shipper if the panel is for a 
distant client. I use FedEx for shipping. [HUM, would they ship Gold Star Panels for 

free?]   
 


